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The art of healing knows no distinction between religion and medicine. They are
warp and woofofthe same fabric, each supporting the other. The ancients viewed the
weave as a whole; we stain for medicine, and, under high magnification, see little of
its interlacing pattern with religion.
Today we talk about religion and medicine. This word and has been the key term in
a mushrooming field ofarticles, books, and lectures calling attention to our neglect of
religion in the practice ofmedicine. Yet most often this word has suggested a solution
to a problem, not an organic relationship. The image suggested is that of a religious
overlay, a patch laid upon the rent fabric of medicine;2 "the more the religion, the
better the medicine" is the message conveyed.
But the image is misleading in two respects. The fabric rent is not simply the fabric
of medicine, but the closely woven threads of religion and medicine forming a tex-
tured whole. The appeal is also misleading. Medicine needs religion not to make it
work better, but because they belong together. The proper image is the rough fabric
of closely interlaced flaxen or collagen fibers whose strength derives from its struc-
ture as much as from the tensile properties ofits separate threads.
So there is both a blessing and a curse to the new interest in religion and medicine.
A "return to religion" is said to be the solution to all of life's problems, from the
broken home to international affairs. While the form and manner of such presenta-
tion may be grotesque, behind it lies the specter of religion, intruding in a haunting
way upon our ordered thought to demand that it somehow be "seen with" or "in-
cluded in" even the most complex areas ofmedical practice. Perhaps theand is a sign
ofour times, reminding us ofboth the relationship and the split, and in a disturbingly
dialectical way, calling for more radical perspectives.
The series "Religious Commitment in Medical Practice" takes root in oneofthese
perspectives. For years, as Chaplain to the School of Medicine at Yale, I have suc-
cessfully resisted programming a "religion and medicine" series, mainly to avoid the
layering implication. We already pile too much on the basics of medical education,
and I was not eager tojeopardize the students, the educational process, or religion by
adding to the stack. But this year some persuasive students got to me! They
volunteered to help plan and run the series.3 More importantly, the students gave
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eloquent justification for a religious perspective within the educational process that
would demonstrate (not merely argue for) the essential connection between religion
and medicine in the practice of good medicine. Philosophizing about religion and
medicine was not enough; certainly preaching about religious values was to be
avoided like the plague. Nor did they want to hear that religion is essentially a private
matter, formally apart from the physician's practice (that may nevertheless "spill
over" in undefined ways to make it a better practice). Missionary pietism was to be
discouraged at all costs; no split personalities. The presenter should wear it all under
one hat, and it should be a natural fit. Thus we settled on the concept of religious
"commitment," since integration of religious and medical perspectives seemed the
key. Religious commitment signifies the intentional integration of religious reflection
and action, belief and practice. You simply can't think religion ordo religion; it has to
be thought about while done. We wanted to overhear these internal thoughts from
physicians who had it together. So the search began.
Besides a depth of religious commitment embodied in the practice ofmedicine, we
thought it important to present a variety of religious positions and medical
specialties. Our selections were made from a list ofpersons, all ofwhom had made a
deep impression on one or more members of the planning committee. Our approach
to each candidate was to rehearse verbally our original ideas (as above) and then
listen to his or her response. Ifit matched our own enthusiasm, we had a speaker. We
asked that the talk be as informal as possible, from notes or manuscript ifpreferred,
but definitely from the heart. We left the structure and content entirely to the
speaker, suggesting only that the talk make clear "how his or her religious commit-
ment effected his or her medical practice." Seven speakers accepted, and we
scheduled them for a small and comfortable meeting room in the early evening
roughly a month apart.
The question of publication did not arise until after the first presentation. At the
invitation of theJournal, we recontacted our speakers with the idea. Most accepted,
those declining doing so because of the personal and confidential nature of their
reflections. The talks will be published in this Journal at the rate of one or two an
issue, beginning with this number.
As this is written, we are in the midst ofthe series so I have no idea ofhow it will be
seen finally. From the four presentations so far, the results have been encouraging.
Our main audience, as we intended, consists of medical students. Word has gotten
around, students are discussing the talks among themselves, and more are coming. A
number of physicians attend regularly as well. Some, of course, come out of
curiosity, presumably to see what a religiously committed physician looks like. Not
all leave convinced. But I would say from my conversations with students who have
attended that the religious dimension of medical practice has come alive. As one
student put it after an evening's meeting:
I came wondering how a doctor could be religious in his medical practice and still be a doctor. Now
I'm wondering how anyone can practice good medicine without being religious.
In reading these talks, I hope you will catch some of the same intellectual excite-
ment and religious seriousness. Your own comments are welcome and can be
directed to the authors or to myself.
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